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Facts: The Great Depression
Great Depression of 1930s was international & in US.
Prolonged, severe, recession called a depression.
Transformed "Economics" into 2 main strands:
Microeconomics and Macroeconomics.
Separate economics of aggregate economy because of Crisis.
Market economy in danger of collapse;
fear of collapse democracy itself.
Extreme political forms arose: fascism & communism.

Consider Main Indicator of Crisis: real GDP
Figure 1 in constant 2009 $, annual basis 1929 -1939.
Trough of real GDP in 1933,
Quarterly nominal GNP shows it troughs in March 1933
turning point of Great Depression

http://www.nber.org/cycles.html.
Shaded area August 1929 to March 1933:
NBER recession de…nition for Great Depression period.
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Real GDPin 1930’s

Figure: US Real GDP in the 1930s.
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Capital and Labor Markets
Dow Jones Industrial Average Stock Index (DJIA)
rose above 360 in August 1929.
After stock market crash in October 1929,
hit Depression Low of 41.22 on July 8, 1932;
one-ninth level of peak.

DJIA started rising ever upwards in March 1933
from 50.16 in February 1933.
DJIA rose to 16,519 on September 9, 2015.

Labor market equally striking change in unemployment rate.
Figure 2 shows US unemployment rate
April 1, 1929 to June 1, 1942.
Peaked at 25% in 1933.

Real GDP recovered to above 1929 levels in 1936.
Uunemployment remained high, at 15% in January 1936,
Fell to near-0 level of August 1929
only in June 1942, as wartime spending increased dramatically.
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Unemployment in the 1930’s

Figure: US Unemployment Rate, 1929-1942.
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In‡ation in the 1930’s

US CPI in‡ation rate, January 1923 to January 1939
in Figure 3, on an annual basis, using monthly data.

March 1933 shows in‡ation rate of

10%: strong de‡ation.

From March 1933 to November 1933,
in‡ation rate rises by 10 percentage points to rate of 0.0%.
An increase of in‡ation rate level by 10% in just 8 months.

Rise in in‡ation even more dramatic than the fall
from April 1930, when was 0.6%,
to June 1931 when was 10.1%.
This drop took more than a year
and of similar magnitude to rise in in‡ation after March 1933.
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De‡ation of the 1930’s

Figure: Percentage Change in US Consumer Price Index, 1923-1939
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Private Bank Money: Demand Deposits
Private bank deposits as share of US money supply
dramatically rose starting in March 1933.
Chart: Ratio of US (Currency) to (Currency + bank deposits).
or

Currency
Currency +Deposits

:

Rises, then deposits fall, currency rises.
Means depositors are taking money out of banks.

Falls, then currency being deposited back into banks.
Dramatic gradual rise from 1930 to March 1933: peaked at 17.27%;
as Deposits converted to currency and "run on banks".

Dramatic sudden fall in March to 12%:
currency put back in banks as deposits.
Crisis of Great Depression ended.
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Currency Relative to Bank Deposits

Figure: US Currency/(Currency+Demand Deposits), 1923-1939.
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Government Spending including Defense
Total government expenditure in Great Depression:
10% to 16% share of GDP
Mainly State & local government (9%);
Federal; Defense was 2% of GDP; Other: 4%

Total government expenditure as a share of GDP:
Rose dramatically in 1940: due to WWII Defense .

Defense as share of GDP from 2% in 1940 to over 48% by 1944.
Historically Defense raises share of Govt in GDP during War.
Large steady downward trend in Defense’s share of GDP
Eg. 1999 to 2014: between 4% & 5.6%,
with war since 2001,
from double that in 1960.

Slight trend down in Total Govt Share of GDP: 24% to 18% post 52
war.
So Defense steadily declining relative to Non-Defense
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Total Govt Expend Share of GDP

Figure: US Total Government Expenditure as a Share of GDP.
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Historical US Defense Share of GDP

Figure: US Defense Spending as Share of GDP, 1900-2013.
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Non Defense Govt as Percent GDP
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21st Defense Share of GDP

Figure: US Real Defense as Share of GDP, 1999-2014.
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The Great Recession of 2008-2010
Worldwide deep recession: sharp downturn in 2008
-8.2% quarterly real GDP growth rate at depth: 4th quarter 2008.
Only -2.7% growth rate of real GDP in 2008 on annual basis.
In comparison, 2001 recession peak decline -1.3% in 2001:3rd.
Compares to 26% drop in real GDP during Great Depression.
& brief -11% in 1946 after WWII ended.

Unemployment rate high & prolonged;
peaked at 10% in October 2009,
less than in 1982 (November peak of 10.8%);
far less than Great Depression 25% rate.

Big drop in labor force participation rate (since 2001).
67% in April 2000, to 62.6% in June 2015,
a level not seen since November 1977.
Means workers leave workforce completely.

Stock market crashed; in‡ation low:
compared to -10% of 1930’s.
but in‡ation rate fell steadily during stock market crash.
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Growth Rate of Real GDP

Figure: Recent Growth Rate of Real GDP
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Growth Rate of US Real GDP, 1929-2013

Figure: Historical Growth Rate of US Real GDP, 1929-2013.
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US Civilian Unemployment Rate, Post WWII

Figure: US Civilian Unemployment Rate, Historical
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Labor Force Participation Rate

Figure: US Postwar Civilian Labor Force Participation Rate.
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Theory: Neoclassical Approaches

Neoclassical economists 1929: using supply & demand analysis
of microeconomics, as developed 1870s (Jevons, Walras, Menger).

Then, early 1900’s, American economist Irving Fisher developed:
Modern Macroeconomics; from Fisher:
analysis of savings & consumption over time;
nominal and real interest rate theory (Fisher equation);
present discounted value of capital;
money demand theory & money supply policy;
in‡ation rate targeting;
plus banking theory of Depression.
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Fisher’s 1933 Theory of Debt-De‡ation
Business cycles response to shocks, with dynamic movement around
"ideal equilibrium".
No set cycles; many forces make each cycle unique.
Entire economy may be in period of "over" or "under" production of
output.
Some swings in business cycle can be extreme, with abnormal crisis.
US 1873 depression & 1930’s Great Depression suggests:
over-indebtedness, …rst; leading to default & liquidation of debts;
selling at distressed prices, fewer bank loans:
exacerbates crisis downwards.
General price de‡ation results.
More currency holding & less bank deposits,
gives reduced rate of growth of money supply;
fall in aggregate pro…ts & in company net worth;
continual reductions in output, employment & trade.
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Fisher’s Economic Analysis & Solution
Real interest rate rises because of price level de‡ation.
Higher real repayments during de‡ation,
than when debt incurred.

Way-out/Avoidance of Debt-De‡ation Spiral: "re‡ate" the price level.
Increasing money supply so big de‡ation does occur.
Argues President Roosevelt accomplished:
money & banking legislation, starting March 1933; turning point.
"Re‡ation" policy.

Fisher argues banking collapse was key to Great Depression.
"Arti…cial" re‡ation by Fed Res Bank would not work by itself.
Needed private bank money back:
through deposit of currency in bank deposits for investment.
Could have averted Depression with prudential regulation
in beginning after stock market crash by Fed over banks.
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Fisher & Debt-De‡ation Theory Resurrection

"Laissez-faire policy" of unlimited bankruptcies not Wise.
"Medication" in form of re‡ation coming from banks making more
loans again,
through government prudential reorganization of bank sector.

View resurrected in Great Recession of 2008 to 2010.
De‡ation almost completely avoided.
Re-regulation of …nance sector,
including broader based deposit insurance.
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Frederich Hayek Depression Theory

1929 book, Monetary Theory & Trade Cycle, complements Fisher.
Before Great Depression: real interest rate can be lowered
below its free-market level by government.
By persistently printing more money,
drives down real rate of interest in short term
with higher in‡ation a threat looming for later.

Lower real interest rate causes "over-indebtedness".
credit upswing & cycle because of private & govt
in‡ation of money supply through greater indebtedness
of both private …rms and the government.
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Hayek and illiquidity E¤ect in Depression

Hayek focuses on private banking system mainly.
"Pyramid of credit" based on insu¢ cient
fundamental future ability to repay debt.
General contraction (recession), if debt load too heavy to be repaid.

Blames natural over-investment, & high level of credit
as reason cycle can collapse downwards.
Central Bank needs to replenish bank reserves when necessary.
Hayek’s replenishment of private bank reserves did not happen
su¢ ciently during Great Depression until bank Acts starting in 1933.

1931 book: liquidity or illiquidity e¤ect
of unexpected in‡ation, or de‡ation,
on real interest rates.
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Milton Friedman:
Monetary theory: supply & demand for real money.
Argues US depressions largely from poor money & banking policy.
Uses Fisher’s theory of savings & consumption
For permanent income hypothesis of consumption.
Consumer wants to optimally smooth consumption over time.
Current consumption a fraction of permanent income.
Permanent income expected average income stream over future
horizon.

Extends Fisher’s quantity theory of money,
with focus on velocity of money.
Advocated aggregate price level stability, like Fisher.
Through a steady growth rate in money supply.
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Fisher, Hayek & Friedman
no proposals of government intervention
to raise consumption & output
during periods such as Great Depression,
except in area of money & banking policy.
Did not focus on government increasing investment,
rather on private bank sector being able to resume its role
in making loans that became new investment.
Body of neoclassical theory emphasized private banking
& governmental central banking
rather than government intervention by expenditure unrelated to
banking.
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Keynesian Economics
Favors Macroeconomic policy of greater government spending
& private market intervention in order to end recession/depression.
Argues monetary policy less important
& little focus on banking policy, until recently.
Keynes (1919, A Revision of the Treaty ) predicted WWII debt
repayment
would bankrupt Central nations & cause world economic disruption.
Recommended canceling war reparations.
Germany 1/3 of payments, &fell into hyperin‡ation;
in‡ation rates rising to 41% per day, & 322% per month.
Keynes’predictions were prescient.
1923 Tract on Monetary Reform: stabilize price level, as in Fisher.
Was Neoclassical economic theory.
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Keynes Breaks with Tradition during Depression
1930 Treatise on Money presented theory of business cycle.
Argues stronger direct government intervention
rather than monetary policy to end recession.

Based on di¤erent theory of aggregate price level
than Fisher’s quantity theory of money.
Argues: price level based in cost theory,
as in microeconomics rather than monetary theory.
Novel theory of price level, not based on money supply.

price of aggregate output equal to average cost (AC )
plus per-unit pro…t.
similar to Marshallian Neoclassical economic theory.

De…nes pro…t: di¤erence between investment & savings.
With more pro…t, economy expands; with losses, it contracts.

Dearth of private sector investment in Depression,
Keynes: increase govt expenditure in place of private investment.
Included role for consumption such that multiplier e¤ect
from government spending, on aggregate output.
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Aggregate Output Theory with Government Spending
Keynes (1930) de…nition of pro…t rejected today.
Idea of substituting private investment with govt. investment
Still used today. When private investment low:
Government should step in & make investment for economy.
Keynes argues was unused, excess savings,
that govt could spend and stimulate economy.

Excess savings also became unused part of theory.
Keynesian Economics focused on consumption instead of savings.
Idea of aggregate consumption function endures today.

Keynes (1936) used consumption to argue for govt spending
causing increased consumption & output.
Keynes makes consumption function of current income
ignores optimization theory of Fisher, Friedman.
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Keynesian Consumption Theory
Assumes three features:
1) consumption depends in a linear fashion on output,
2) consumption is positive even when output is zero, &
3) rise in consumption less than proportional to rise in output.
Aggregate consumption: C . Let a & b be some positive parameters,
with b less than one: 0 < b < 1.
Aggregate output Y ;
consumption function follows as:
C = a + bY .

Example a = 0.15 and b = 0.6 :
line with vertical axis intercept of 0.15,
and slope of 0.6.
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Marginal Propensity to Consume: b

When output rises, consumption also rises.
But consumption rises by less than does output (b < 1).
If b = 1, & a near zero, then consumption
would rise at same rate as does output.
Marginal e¤ect of output on Consumption: b.
Shows Change in Consumption from a Change in Output.
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Graphing Keynesian Consumption

Consumption C
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Y

Figure: Keynesian Consumption Function, C = a + bY .
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National Accounting and "Keynesian Cross"

Consider C + I + G + NX = Y
Now let G = NX = 0.
So C + I = Y .
Also know that GDI=GDP;
Aggregate Income equals Aggregate Output
Y = GDI .
"Keynesian Cross" graphed from two lines:
C + I = Y and Y = GDI .
So need to know how Investmen I relates to Y ,
since already have theory of C relative to Y .
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Investment in Keynesian Cross

Assumption, call it number 4): investment is independent of output.
Not empirically true.
Convenient proposition only, for now.
So assume investment is a constant, d > 0,
where d parameter like a, or b,
with only restriction of d being positive.
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C+I

Add together Consumption Plus Investment
C = a + bY , is consumption and d is investment.
C + I = a + bY + d = (a + d ) + bY .
Graphically, adding investment shifts up C+I line,
relative to C line.
Example. a = 0.15 and b = 0.6, and d = 0.1.
C + I = (0.15 + 0.1) + (0.6) Y .
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Increase in Investment Shifts up C+I Line
C, C+I

1.0
0.8

C+I=(a+d)+cY

0.6

C=a+bY
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1.0

Y

Figure: Adding Investment That Does Not Depend on Y to the Consumption
Function: C + I
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Now Add in GDP=GDI Line

C, I, Y

1.0

Y=GDI
0.8
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C+I=(a+d)+cY

C=a+bY

0.0

0.6
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0.2
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0.8

1.0

GDI, Y

Figure: Adding in the TC 45% line, with the C and C + I Lines.
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Theory of Equilibrium Aggregate Output
C = a + bY , C + I = Y , and Y = GDI .
Gives theory of equilibrium output in economy.
Occurs where C + I = Y and Y = GDI cross.
Example: C + I = (0.15) + (0.6) Y + 0.1.
Rewrite as C + I = 0.25 + (0.6) Y .
Set equal to Y , since GDI = Y .
Get (0.25) + (0.6) Y = Y .
Then subtract (0.6) Y from both sides of equation.
(0.15 + 0.1) = Y (0.6) Y = (0.4) Y .
Solve for Y by dividing both sides of (.25) = (0.4) Y by 0.4.
and we get the solution for Y :

(.25)
= 0.625 = Y .
0.4
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Compute full Economy Equilibrium

Know Y = 0.625,
Find Consumption using consumption function and Y = 0.625.
C = 0.15 + 0.6 (0.625) = 0.525.
Equilibrium C given as dashed blue line in Figure 14.
Vertical di¤erence between green & blue dashed lines
is constant investment of I = 0.10.
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"Multiplier" and Government Spending

Keynesian Cross needs b < 1 and a > 0.
If a = 0, no intersection of C + I with Y = GDI .
If a > 0, & b = 1, no intersection of C + I with Y = GDI .

Friedman argued that a = 0, and b < 1 : C = b̂Y .
would be no equilibrium between C + I = Y & Y = GDI

With a > 0 and b < 1,
is multiplier e¤ect of government spending.
If G is just like adding more I .
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Government Spending Multiplier Example
Assume increase I from 0.10 to 0.20.
(0.25 +0.1 )
New output is
= 0.875 = Y .
0.4
Output level rises from 0.625 to 0.875, or by 0.25,
while increase in investment was only by 0.1.
So investment increase sees a multiplier increase
by a factor of 2.5 times the original amount of 0.10.
2.5 multiplier comes directly from
marginal propensity to consume, or b = 0.6.
1
Multiplier is 1 1 b , or 1 1.6 = 0.4
= 2.5.
So, I up by 0.1, output up by 0.25, a multiplier of 2.5.
Call I increase an increase due to Govt Spending.
And have multiplier e¤ect of Govt Spending.
C + I + G = Y = GDI .
G = 0.10.
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Example with Positive Government Spending
G = 0.05 here. Assume G = e = 0.05; so C + I + G = (a + d + e ) + bY .

C,I,S,G,Y

1.0

Y=GDI
0.8
0.6

GDP2=C+I+G=(a+d+e)+cY, (G=e>0)
GDP1=C+I=(a+d)+cY, (G=0)
C=a+bY

0.4
0.2
0.0
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Y, GDI

Figure: Adding in an increase in G to C + I , to get C + I + G , where G does not
depend on Y .
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Taxes to Finance Government Spending
If G goes up, Taxes T must rise eventually.
If borrow now, then Cross idea: current T = 0, so Y goes up.
If G = T , Balanced Budget, with T now, then Y unchanged.
Zero Multiplier: C + I

T + G = C + I = Y , no e¤ect of G .

Tax disincentive e¤ects on output can
make G = T cause Y to go down.
balanced budget in Great Depression (by Pres Hoover),
did not help either.
Idea of Keynes: Borrow now, forget about taxes Later.
Neoclassical Ricardian theory of the government debt,
in contrast argues government debt must eventually be paid o¤,
& people know it, so G up, has zero or negative output e¤ect now.
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Stabilization Policy Arises

Exists Keynesian idea of "full employment output".
That government spending can get economy back to.
Gap between Current output, and Full Employ Output
known as Output Gap.
Idea of the Cross: use G to "Fill Output Gap".
Uses only national income accounting
and No Aggregate Supply and Aggregate Demand.
Known and Popularized as Stabilization Policy.
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Application: Cross Analysis of Great Depression
C,I,S,G,Y

1.0

Y=GDI
0.8
0.6

GDP1929=C+I=(.18+.1)+.6Y, (G=0)
C+I=0.135+0.089+.6Y, (G=0)
=GDP1933
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Figure: Adding in an increase in G to C + I , to get C + I + G , where G does not
depend on Y .
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1933 Hypothetical Increase in Govt Spending
C,I,S,G,Y

1.0

Y=GDI
GDP1933*=C+I+G=(.18+.1)+0.05+.6Y, (G=0.05)
0.8
GDP1929=C+I=(.18+.1)+.6Y, (G=0)
0.6

C+I=0.135+0.089+.6Y, (G=0)
=GDP1933
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Figure: Adding in an increase in G to C + I , to get C + I + G , where G does not
depend on Y .
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Summary
Neoclassical theory emphasized business cycles,
how occur through bank system creating credit.
Emphasize stabilizing in‡ation as key policy;
depressions possible if unfettered de‡ation allowed.
Combine prudential banking regulation & government monetary policy.
to get price stability; no depressions.

Unemployment during Great Depression rose to 25%;
fell to near zero only once spending on Defense during WWII .

Government spending key to Keynes’answer to Depression;
evidence does not support this in any obvious way.

Cross analysis emphasizes government spending
to end recession.
Called Keynesian Stabilization Policy.
Government spending acts as private investment,
brings economy up to its "full employment level of output".

Uses Multiplier e¤ect of Govt Spending for theory.
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Today’s Policy

Today, see government spending, and bank policy
in terms of social insurance for when
markets cannot supply this insurance.
As in Great Recession Policy,
when Fisher’s Debt-de‡ation Theory revived.
Social Insurance Theory of Govt Spending.
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Appendix: Understanding Graph Intercepts
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Understading Graphs
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Questions
1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8

How did the US unemployment rate change from the beginning of the
Great Depression to the beginning of WWII ?
How did US government spending on Defense as a percent of GDP
evolve from the beginning of the Great Depression to the end of
WWII ?
What was the Neoclassical view of the Great Depression at the time
as seen in the writings of Fisher and Hayek?
What was the Neoclassical remedy for the Great Depression at the
time it occurred?
Keynes (1930) focused on government spending as a way out of the
Great Depression. How did Keynes start from a Microeconomic
perspective to build a theory of the aggregate Price Level?
What is the Neoclassical, Marshallian (1920), theory of the price?
How did Keynes’(1930) theory of the price level de…ne aggregate
Pro…t?
What was Keynes’(1930) theory of the aggregate Consumption
Function?
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9. What is the "Keynesian Cross" theory and how does government
spending a¤ect output in this theory?
10. How does the parameter b in the consumption function determine the
"multiplier" of government spending, and the increase in output caused by
government spending?
11. What was Friedman’s view of the consumption function?
12. How can consumption smoothing across time imply that the
government should engage in optimal social insurance policy ?
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